
vintage ephemera bind the mixed media art of megan woodard johnson

Megan Woodard Johnson always knew she had an interest in artistic things from childhood.  She had creative, nurturing parents and 
grandparents who expressed creativity in their everyday lives. While her bachelor of fine arts degree in college was in graphic design and 
printmaking, later Megan migrated to expressing herself with a mixed media approach.  She found that layering colored papers and vintage 
ephemera into paintings and drawings achieved a depth that went beyond what she had earlier achieved with traditional printmaking.

After an earlier career in project management in creative fields and then nurturing a growing family, in the last decade Megan Woodard 
Johnson has returned to creating fine art. Her “home” image has been a recurring theme in mixed media works for some time until her 
more recent escape into abstraction that often has a well-curated collage base layer. “The themes of memory, history and place are  
common in all of the work I’ve done since college,” Megan states. 
“They’re subjects that are at once universal and intimate - so I never 
get tired of exploring them.”

Because she had spent many of her first 23 years moving to new places frequently, Woodard Johnson  
developed an interest in expressing a sense of “place” in her art. Often a structural element relating to a 
home appears in a number of her works as in the detail of “Fun House,” shown here.  More recently, strong 
gestural and expressive strokes of color integrate with the under layer and even a top layer of vintage and 
snippets of specially dyed papers. Collage is now a more elusive presence in the finished work of art.

The artist indicates that collage and mixed media allow her to physically layer different materials as a means 
of expressing her own personal narrative and experiences.  Woodard Johnson states, “The many overlapping, 
intersecting layers and the use of collage materials that come from the date ranges that span my Grand-
mother’s, Mother’s, and my own personal timelines link me physically to the time periods that have had the 
most noticeable effects on my own life.”  For example, little snippets of the glossy golden strips that bind 
Little Golden Books make an appearance in Megan’s artwork and remind many of earlier times with the first 
mass-produced, inexpensive children’s books in the price range of most everyone.

The layering of materials is a unique and personal experience in 
Woodard Johnson’s artwork.  She begins with a foundation of  
vintage paper materials that relate to the artist in terms of history,  
order, work, and organization. After those layers are of collage  
papers are glued down carefully, she lets loose with her own  
expressive brushes of color and marks with graphite or oil pastel.

There is a push and pull of order versus chaos in her work, with the 
orderly under layer and the expressive vibrant stokes of the up-
per layers. The artist cites Paul Cezanne, Richard Diebenkorn, and 
Mark Rothko as her composition and color heroes, while Robert 
Rauschenberg and Susan Rothenberg are her expressive heroes. A 
Twenty-first Century influence for the artist is Instagram, a photo  
sharing internet phenomenon that connects Megan personally 
to an incredible range of working artists around the world. “I’ve 
found both artistic as well as professional and practice inspiration, 
not to mention new friends, through Instagram,” she states.

m e g a n 
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1. layering a foundation with 
vintage papers

2. expressive strokes with paint 3. adding more color with bold 
paint strokes & expressive pastels

4. more color layers and 
markings

5. final layers applied.
nearly complete!


